ALASKA 4-H AT HOME
FOOD SECURITY
LESSON 2:

WINDOWSILL GARDEN
SUPPLIES PROVIDED:

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Soil

Dowel Rods

Water

Container

Growth Chart

Pencil

Sharpie & Label
Spray Bottle
Salad Mix Seeds
Nasturtium Seeds

USDA/AFRI PRIORITY AREAS: AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS & TECHNOLOGY
TOPIC AREA: FARM TO TABLE,

AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS, GARDENING & HEALTHY

LIVING, PLANT HEALTH & PRODUCTION

LIFE SKILLS:

SUGGESTED TIME AT HOME:
30 MINUTES FIRST DAY, 5 MINUTE DAILY CHECK -IN

LEVEL OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT:

SUMMARY:
Youth will learn to grow salad mix and
nasturtiums in a greenhouse style windowsill
garden set-up. Youth will take care of plants,
track growth & harvest plants for eating at
home.

STARTING YOUR GARDEN
Take your plastic container out and write your name and date with a
sharpie on the bottom.
Fill the container half way with soil.
Divide container in half by laying a dowel rod down as
shown in diagram. Label sections on lid with sharpie.
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In the section marked 1, sprinkle SALAD MIX seeds across top of soil,
trying to distribute evenly. Cover lightly with soil once all seeds are
planted.
In the section marked 2, plant nasturtium seeds 1/2 Inch deep, 2 inches
apart. Cover with soil once all seeds are planted.
Remove stick. Water with mister. Make sure the soil is nice and most
but not wet.
Create a label for your container, being sure to write the what seeds
you put in which sections, and the planting date. Place label on side or
top.

DATE PLANTED: XX/XX/XXXX
SECTION 1: LETTUCE VARIETY
SECTION 2: NASTURTIUM VARIETY

Close lid and place in a sunny window.

Water occasionally with mister, but not daily. Watering should be just
enough to get the seedlings to grow, never soaking so drainage is
necessary. You should see sprouts starting between days 5-10.

THINNING YOUR SEEDLINGS
If there are too many seedlings in
your garden, they must be thinned
first before transplanting. You can
thin as soon as you see the first
leaves have fully emerged. The "seed
leaves" or cotyledon will emerge first,
followed by the first set of true
leaves.

To thin smaller and less healthy looking plants: pinch or cut them off at the
soil line. This will be sure the roots of the remaining plants are not
damaged!
*Optional: you may also choose to tranplant seedlings out rather than
pinching them off. See page on Transplanting to do this.
After thinning, you should have about 1 plant every 2-3
inches for salad mix and only 1 or 2 Nasturtium plants.

Once the seedlings reach almost to the lid,

then remove the lid.

KEY TERM:
THINNING
The process of
making plants less
crowded.

If you are transplanting, let

them grow a little more until they grow their second set of leaves for optimal growth.

Once you have good growth and you have removed the lid, if you are going to continue to
grow in the salad container: use a sharp pencil to poke 3-4 small holes in the bottom of the
container. Once you add holes, you will need to add a tray or plate underneath that stays
there. Water enough to wet the soil around the plants and not drain out the bottom.

BACKGROUND
Many people start plants by adding more than one seed per plant pot or cell. Once the seeds
have sprouted, too many plants growing in one space is not the optimal condition for healthy
plants. You may not be happy, but you need to thin out your plants. Plants grown under
crowded conditions must compete for these essentials and will be less productive. Gardeners
thin to give their plants the best possible growing conditions and so must you. For the majority
of plants, it is best to thin to one plant per container. This ensures that each plant will have
ample space, light, food, water, and air circulation.

TRANSPLANTING
THIS STEP IS OPTIONAL (USED FOR LARGER GROWTH)

A plant with 3-4 true leaves is ready for
transplant (Use this step for plants being
thinned as well).
TRANSPLANT WHERE?
Transplant seedlings into larger plastic
pots or other containers
Make paper pots for transplanting
later on.·
Put straight into your garden if you
have one.
Loosen the soil around the plant, then carefully lift it out. Handle seedling
gently by their leaves to avoid damaging the roots.
Add soil to a new container. Using a finger, create a whole in the center of
the plant pot. Move the seedling into the hole and gently push the soil
around the roots. Water generously and put back in window.

KEY TERM:
TRANSPLANT
(MOVING PLANTS
FROM ONE
CONTAINER TO
ANOTHER)

BACKGROUND:
Seedlings also may need to be transplanted into larger containers as they
grow. Typically starting in small spaces is fine for the first few inches of plant
growth. Different species and varieties have different space and nutrient
requirements. When you decide your plants need to be moved into a larger pot,
root disturbance should be minimized. Plants should be handled very carefully
as you move them to the new container. In all cases, avoiding transplant shock
—the stress or damage received in the process—is the principal concern. Make
sure the roots have lots of airy soil surrounding them and don’t pack soil after
transplanting by pushing down on it. This will break the roots and cause
transplant shock. Continuing the watering regimen and not changing the lights
is also key to reducing transplant shock. You can transplant and continue
growth indoors for a long while, even until harvest.

A GARDENER'S JOURNAL
Gardeners keep records of things like plant dates, germination dates, harvest dates, frost
dates, varieties, plant location, system used to grow, and the success of the plant overall.
The reason for this is so they can track from year to year if they want to repeat what they
tried, or do something different.
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YOUR GOAL: Keep Track of Each of the plants you are growing in this project. At the end, give your
experience with that plant/system a rating (1=horrible, 10= wouldn't change a thing!)
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INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR PLANTS
NASTURTIUMS
These popular edible flowers come in a variety of colors, from bright
and muted yellow to orange, red and even bicolor blossoms, and
theyare well-suited for growing in Alaska. Their initially sweet taste is
soon followed by a terrific peppery punch. They can be substituted for
radishes in salad or added for their visual appeal only. Nasturtium is
one of the few edible flowers of which you can eat the leaves as well
as the entire flower. The leaves have 10 times the vitamin C found in
lettuce and even more zest than the flowers. Nasturtiums can be used
in vinegars, butters and garnishes for several dishes, pressed into
foods such as homemade tortillas, added to scrambled eggs or
crepes or frozen into ice cubes. Nasturtiums can be sown in the
garden when the danger of frost is past, or they can be planted as
transplants.

HARVEST INFORMATION:
KEY TERM:
HARVEST
The process of
gathering crops
grown.

Harvest flower petals when the flowers are in peak condition. Like all
produce, the blossoms should be picked while they are cool — for
example, during the early morning or late evening — for best storage
and highest sugar content. To preserve them for later use, refrigerate
the flowers in a plastic wrapping along with a moist paper towel.
Cooled flowers will stay fresh for several days.

SALAD MIX (VARIETIES IN PARENTHESES):
The Salad Mix Seeds in your packet include Lettuce, Arugula (Slow Bolt), Kale (Lacinato),
Cabbage (Red Acre), Kohlrabi(Early White Vienna) & Broccoli(Waltham 29) seeds.

HARVEST INFORMATION:
You can tell when your vegetables are ready for harvest by comparing them to the size
and color of fresh vegetables in markets. If you wish, you can harvest leafy vegetables
(lettuce, collards, etc.) before they grow as large as those in markets. Beet greens and
lettuce can also be used as they are thinned. Remember that your homegrown
vegetables may not be as large or as blemish-free as market produce, but their flavor is
just as good or better.

